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COLOR
THERAPY
With the help of Farrow &
Ball’s color consultation
service, Jenny Komenda of
Little Green Notebook gets a
great reminder of the power
of color to elevate any space.
As a DIYer par excellence, Jenny Komenda definitely
knows her way around a paint department. So when she
was first offered a color consultation with
Farrow & Ball, a preeminent producer of paints and
wallpapers based in Dorset, England, she wasn’t sure what
to expect. However, after spending four hours touring
her home with Amber Scott, Farrow & Ball’s Chicagobased color consultant, Komenda gained a greater
understanding of each space’s function, its access to
natural light, and whether to emphasize its warm or cool
shades. “Farrow & Ball makes such incredible paint,” says
Komenda, “so it was very helpful to have an expert show
me how colors would read in certain spaces.”

“I can’t imagine a color that wouldn’t pop against
the Green Blue walls,” says Komenda.

The area in need of immediate
color attention was the family’s
music room. “Music is so
important to our family,” Komenda
says. “When we bought this house,
we were so happy to finally have a
place to store all our instruments.”
But settling on the perfect paint
for the space proved challenging.
With Scott’s help, however, the
decision was easy. After trying out
a curated assortment of colors,
she and Komenda found themselves
drawn to Farrow & Ball’s Green Blue. “It’s
perfect for the color temperature of the
light that we get in the front of the house,”
says Komenda. “As soon as the first coat
was rolled on, the depth of the color and
the elegance of its sheen were perfect. I
knew we’d made the right decision.”

Facing a similar
color conundrum?
Consultancies can be booked
through Farrow & Ball ($200/
hour; call 888-511-1121 or visit
farrow-ball.com for more info) and
include a complimentary painted
color book, an outlined paint
schedule, and paint
estimates.

Komenda shares a laugh with Scott while
discussing Farrow & Ball color options.
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See the res t of Komenda's
house on page TK.

